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Wider exposure for Gioia® Premium Bananas

The group’s fruit trading division namely
Fruitland Co. Ltd has rewarded one of its
loyal customers with a total remake of his
van. As of Sunday 13th April, John Buttigieg
fresh fruit & vegetable van has three new
canopies and a set of underlying PVC boards
all branded with the Gioia® colours. This is
a very important milestone for the Gioia®
brand since it is the first major point of sale

branding in a very prominent location.
One can see John Buttigieg’s van parked
next to ‘L-Għarusa tal-Mosta’ public garden
throughout the spring and summer seasons,
during which a substantial number of
commuters travel down this road.
John Buttigieg has been a loyal customer
of Fruitland Co. Ltd since the eighties.

Today John services a number of his own
customers, including several hotels in the
North of Malta and he makes sure that
they get only Gioia® bananas for their very
own consumers. We want to take this
opportunity to thank John Buttigieg for his
loyalty and we hope that our long-standing
relationship keeps flourishing over the
years.

Yonanas™ – A delicious delight!

of bananas, which nutrition experts
consider a super food because they
contain important vitamins, minerals,
and even soluble fibre. However the
varieties are endless when you add
your favourite fruits and toppings to
create any flavour. From strawberry to
blueberry, pineapple to mango, dark
chocolate to pistachio, flavours can be
as exotic or traditional as desired.

Fruitland Co. Ltd has lately
approached Healthy Foods LLC
in order to explore the possibility
of striking a distributor/sales
representative agreement for
Yonanas™ - the amazing frozen fruit
dessert maker that made it to the
2012 Fruit Logistica Innovation Award
Finals.

Mr Andrew Joyce vice president of
Healthy Foods LLC visited our offices
earlier in April in order to give us a
live demonstration of how Yonanas™
works. The Yonanas™ Maker is a new
innovation for healthy snacking. Peeled,
ripe, frozen bananas are pushed through
the Yonanas™ Maker, while its high-torque
blades emulsify the fruit into a healthy

Healthy Foods LLC were positively
impressed with the set-up of
Fruitland’s operation and they have
shown a very strong interest to work with
us. Negotiations are currently underway
and more details will be made available in
the coming months.

Mr Melvin Pellicano, Mr Jonaphin Spiteri & Mr Andrew Joyce

treat that looks and tastes like soft-serve
ice cream! “This is an easy way to sneak
healthy ingredients into your kids’ desserts,”
said Andrew and “it’s the perfect healthy
summer snack with as little as 100 calories
per serving”. Yonanas are made from a base
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Birthdays
in
May
Bojic Dordo - 1st
Indzhov Krasimir - 7th
Borg Jonathan - 13th
Mallia Sandro - 17th
Tesfamichael Kidane Tesfit - 25th
Demicoli Ryan - 26th
Zammit Emmanuel - 26th
Furundzic Zeljko - 31st

Recruits
in April
2014
Mallia Alexia

Costigan Shirley

McCairn Neil

Berhe Haile
Kubrom
Faceworks Labourer

Commercial &
Bussiness Dev. Exec.

Cascun Keith
Spare Parts
Manager

Sprayer

Accounts Clerk

Capabilities & Creativity – Where do you stand?
A professor stood before
his philosophy class with
a couple of items in front
of him.
Commencing the day’s
lecture, he wordlessly
picked up an empty
mayonnaise jar and
proceeded to fill it with
golf balls. He then asked
the students if the jar was
full. They agreed that it
was.
The professor then picked
up a box of pebbles and
poured them into the jar.
He shook the jar lightly.
The pebbles rolled into the
open areas between the
golf balls. He again asked
the students if the jar was
full. They agreed it was.
The professor next picked
up a box of sand and
poured it into the jar. Of
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course, the sand filled
up everything else. He
asked once more if the
jar was full. The students
responded with a
unanimous “yes”.
The professor then poured
an entire jar of water into
the jar effectively filling
the empty space between
the particles of sand. The
students laughed.
“Now”, said the professor
as the laughing subsided,
I want you to realize that
this jar represents your
mind. The golf balls are
the early learning you
get at school, were after
leaving, you think you
have a full mind and can’t
take anymore. Those who
considered the jar full with
the golf balls means they
have limited creativity and

lack trust in themselves.
Those determined and
who want to go beyond
others’ limitations are the
ones who manage to fit in
the pebbles and the sand.
The successful people are
those who managed to
fill in the water to make
sure that not a fraction
of space is wasted and
these are the people who
want to maximize on an
opportunity.
This story teaches us yet
another lesson, the golf
balls represent the many
things we tend to try
doing. The pebbles and
the sand represent the
details that allow us to
go a step further, and the
water represents high
specialization that takes
us where others do not
manage to go.

New Business through
F&R Ventures

Through the management’s open mindedness to new
business opportunities, the joint partnership F&R Ventures
has succeeded in achieving its first supply contract of
sodium bicarbonate to Enemalta, Malta’s sole energy
provider which uses the product to minimize the power
station’s acid emissions.

The company has invested resources and acquired the
necessary equipment together with all the required health
and safety tools for the employees who will be responsible
for handling the material. The warehouse where the process
will be undertaken was inspected by professional personnel
in order to keep up with the group’s health and safety
standards.

H.O.G. Malta Chapter goes Sicily
On the 4th April, the HOG Malta Chapter organised
its first ever tour to Sicily, with a total of 11 Harleys
participating in the ride, all with pillion riders. Geared
up for the forecasted rainy days, they rode from the
Agriturismo Serra San Bagio in Fiumefreddo to the
Harley-Davidson Catania in Acireale, up the mountain
to Floresta and on to Taormina, topping off their riding
experience with a variety of traditional Sicilian cuisine.
Sunday morning greeted all with another early ride
to Gole d’Alcantara with the local HOG Etna Chapter,
accompanied by a scenic walk and divine lunch at
the Ristorante I Ruderi in Acireale. HOG Malta Chapter
members were greeted with a patch commemorating
the event, whilst Romina Gigi Sapienza HOG Etna
Chapter Director and William Attard McCarthy
HOG Malta Chapter Manager exchanged gifts to
commemorate the event.
The HOG Malta chapter would like to congratulate
the Malta Chapter members for their determination in
covering a total of 700km. Meanwhile the HOG Malta
Chapter is already planning its next ride-out scheduled
for the last weekend of June which will see them riding
along the Western Coast of Sicily to places such as Erice
and Cefalu.
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Pierre’s
childhood
dream
When it comes to
local distribution,
warehouse
management and
handling of the
fruit division, all the
Group staff knows
that they have to
refer to Pierre, but
surely very few
know of his passion
for the muscle car
brand Mustang.
Pierre first fell head
over heels in love
with Mustangs at a
very young age and
since then he never
looked back on his dream to one day
enjoy his very own Mustang just like his
father – the proud owner of the Mustang
2007 Shelby GT 500. A couple of weeks
ago Pierre’s childhood dream finally
translated into reality and he currently
speeds the streets in his Mustang GT 2010.

at 4255 rpm. Other
features include
leather interiors
with dim lights,
Cervini Kit Eleanor
and Microsoft sync.
Certificate of proof
in hand, Pierre is
priviledged to say
that his Mustang
is certified the 5th
Mustang GT C-300
with the factorymade Cervini Kit.

Known as the Ford Motor Company’s
pride and joy, with its angled rear corners
and sequential turn signal tail lamps,
the 2010 Mustang tips its hat to the
early sixties cool. Released in the spring
of 2009 with a redesigned exterior, and
a reduced drag coefficient of 7%. The
engine – 4.6L V8 was revised resulting in
315 hp at 6000 rpm and 325 lb·ft of torque

It is Pierre’s priority to
ensure that his iron
horse is all shiny and
bright. He spends at least 4 hrs weekly
cleaning it and an entire week to prepare
it for an upcoming show. Whether it’s
for a Sunday drive around the island or
for a spin off at the Ħal Far racing track,
Pierre just can’t get enough of his dream
come true! By the way Pierre is it really so
economical in terms of consumption?!!

Harley-Davidson Facts!
The inventor of the Harley-Davidson
motorcycle, Arthur Davidson, died and went
to heaven. At the gates, St. Peter told Arthur,
'Since you've been such a good man and your
motorcycles have changed the world, your
reward is that you can hang out with anyone
you want to in heaven.'

Arthur thought about it for a minute and then
said, 'I want to hang out with God.' Peter took
Arthur to the Throne Room, and introduced
him to God. God recognized Arthur and
commented, 'Okay, so you were the one who
invented the Harley-Davidson motorcycle?
‘Arthur said, 'Yeah, that's me...'God commented:
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'Well, what's the big deal in inventing
something that’s pretty unstable, makes noise
and pollution and can't run without a road?
‘Arthur was a bit embarrassed, but finally
spoke, ‘Excuse me, but aren't you the inventor
of woman?' God said, 'Ah, yes. ''Well,' said
Arthur, 'professional to professional, you have
some major design flaws in your invention! For
example;
1. There's too much inconsistency in the frontend suspension
2. It chatters constantly at high speeds.3. Most
rear ends are too soft and wobble about too
much.
4. The intake is placed way too close to the

exhaust.
5. The maintenance costs are outrageous!
'Hmmmmm, you may have some good points
there,' replied God, 'hold on.'
God went to his Celestial supercomputer, typed
in a few words and waited for the results.
The computer printed out a slip of paper
and God read it.'Well, it may be true that my
invention is flawed,' God said to Arthur, ‘but
according to these numbers, more men are
riding my invention than yours'.

